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1. Introduction. H. Nakano obtained the following decomposition
theorem (cf. [3). Let R be a universally continuous semi-ordered
linear space (a conditionally complete vector lattice in Birkhoff’s termi-
nology [2J). A linear functional f on R is said to be bounded if
sup lf(b) l< + o for every aR.

A bounded linear functional f is decomposed into two linear

functionals fl, f such that

(1.1) f--f-f.,
f is a universally continuous linear functional ) and f is orthogonal
to every universally continuous linear functional.

The structure of f was fully discussed by Nakano [3. But f.
is not clear yet. On the other hand, he considered totally continuous
spaces.)

Recently I. Amemiya conjectured that if R is totally continuous,
then f. is 0 on some complete semi-normal manifold of R. (A semi-
normal manifold (1-ideal in Birkhoff’s terminology) MR is said to be
complete if [al]b]=0, asR (for every beM)implies a-0. In this
case, it is proved that for any a e R, there exist a e M(2 s A) with
a= U [3].)

The aim of this note is to prove Theorem 1 which deduces the
Amemiya’s conjecture as a special case. In the sequel, we will use the
notations and terminologies in [3].

2. Definitions and lemmas. According to Nakano [3], R is said
to be totally continuous if for any double sequence of projectors
[p,] =[p], there exists a sequence of projectors [p] _l[p] and
integers l(i, k) (i, k= 1, 2,...) with

I. Amemiya proved that if the hypothesis of continuum is satisfied,
then a universally continuous and totally continuous semi-ordered linear
space is super-universally continuous, that is, for any system aO
(2 e A), there exist countable 2 e A, a (i= 1, 2,... with a- a [1.

2A =i

If R is super-universally continuous and oally eoninuous, i is proved

1) a eA0 implies inf ]f(a) ]=0.
A

2) The space of measurable functions on measure space which is a-finite is an
example of totally continuous space.
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that, 1st category set in the proper space of R is always nowhere
dense, i.e. countable meet of open dense sets contains an open dense set
in (cf. 3).

We suppose that any functional in this paper is finite real-valued.
A functional m on R is said to be monotone if

(2.1) a, beR, lal<=lbl implies m(a)m(b).
We shall use the notation a fea (or a 4ea) to mean a-U a

A

(or a--a) and for all 2,2.eA there exists 2eA with aaa
(or aaa).

A monotone functional m is said to be semi-continuous if
(2.2) 0aea implies m(a)-sup m(a).

A

m is said to be additive if

(2.3) ab-O implies m(a+b)--m(a)+m(b).
m is said to be coefficient-continuous if

(2.4) for any sequence of numbers 0’ and for any aeR, we
have

m(a)-sup m(a).

It is clear that (2.2) implies (2.4).
Lemma 1. A monotone and coefficient-continuous functional m

on a universally continuous semi-ordered linear space R is semi-

continuous if and only if, for any OpeR, PePJ implies

re(p)- sup m(pp).
A

Proof. We shall only prove the sufficiency. Let 0__a
Putting (a--(1--e)a)/--p (>0), we have

(2.5) a [p]a>(1 )[p] a.

Since p i’eea, we have

(2.6) [p] l’ [a].
Because m is monotone, by (2.5) and (2.6), we have

sup m(a)m((1--e)a).
2A

Since m is coefficient-continuous, we have
supm(a)--m(a).
A

Remark. In the above lemma, if m is furthermore an additive

functional, we can replace the statement "[p] i’e[P] implies re(p)
--sup m([p]p)" by "[p] 4e0 implies inf m([p]p)-O".
A A

Lemma 2. If R is super-universally continuous, a monotone

functional m on R is semi-continuous if and only if for any O_peR,

[p] j’?_[p] implies m(p)-sup m([p]p).

Proof of this lemma is clear from Lemma 1.
3. Theorem 1. Let R be super-universally continuous and totally

continuous, and let m be a functional on R which is additive, mono-
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tone, and coecient-continuous. Then m is semi-continuous on some
complete semi-normal manifold of R.

Proof. For any a R, we put

B-{b’iblla for some >0}.
When m is semi-continuous on B, we call a a semi-continuous

element by m. The totality of semi-continuous elements is denoted
by R.
(1) If a, b e R, then a+ b,
(2) If ial[bl, aeR, bR, then beR.
( 3 m is semi-continuous on R.
(2) and (3) are clear, therefore we shall only prove (1).

For any number 20, we have B--B, and so if a is a semi-
continuous element by m, then 2a is semi-continuous element for all
numbers 2.

Let c be an element such that
B+cO, c]ec] where cB+(A).

Whithout loss of generality, we can suppose a0, b:>0 and a+b
c0. We put c- [(a--b)+]c and c.-c--[(a--b)+]c.

Since [(a--b)+]a [(a--b) +]b
and
a-- (a--b)+ab (a--b)+b
imply
[(a--b) c(a--b) (a+b) [(a--b) 2a2a
and
c-- [(a--b)/Jca+b-- [(a--b)/(a -t- b)2(b-- [(a--b)/b)2b
respectively,

we see thus;
Oc2a and Oc.2b,
c/c.--c and cc--O,

therefore, c eB and c B.
Since m is semi-continuous on B and B, and additive on R, we

see that
m(c):>sup m([c]c)--sup (m(_c]c)+m([c]c.))

A , A

--sup m(cc,)+sup m(cc.)--m(c)-km(c)--m(c)., A , A

By Lemma 1, m is semi-continuous on B/, this proves the first
part of (1).

(1), (2), (3) show that
We shall show that Rs is complete in R. For this purpose, we

shall prove that, for any a0, aR there exists an element 5 with
abO, bR.

For a positive number e>0, if we can find a sequence of pro-
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jectors V_a]Ep3 (i--l, 2,...) with [p] .0, and inf m(Ep]a), then

A=U- Uv is open dense in U:, because U, are open and

closed. Furthermore, if we can find a sequence of projectors
q:0 (i= 1, 2,...) with

UqA (i--l, 2,...), and if m(qa)e,
then we see easily that A-A-- is open dense in U.

Since U, Uq (i, j=l, 2,...) are compact, we can find P0 and
q0 such that ,
but this is equivalent to

[po[qo --0.

If we proceed with this method, and we can find mutually orthogo-
nal projectors [a [p (i-- 1, 2,..., n) with

( 4 m(EpJa)e (i--1, 2,..., n),
then

m(a)m(([p +... + p)a)-- m(pa)ne.

Because re(a)< + , we can not find infinite numbers of mutually

orthogonal projectors satisfying (4), i.e. e find finite numbers of open

dense sets A,, A,. ., An U such that

A U, p 0 implies inf m(pJa).
i=

For any k (k-l, 2,...), we can find, therefore, an open dense set

B U[] such that
<.(i= 1 2,...) and imply

Because R is super-universally and totally continuous, we find an

open dense set B’ in U_ with B’ B.
0For any [p (i--1, 2, .) such that B’U, [p ., we have

inf m([pJa)-O.

By the same method, for any n--2,..., we can find an open dense
set B in U such that

Bn U and [pJ .0 imply inf m(n[pJa)-O.

Because R is super-universally and totally continuous, IB con-

thins an open dense set B in U; therefore we can find a projector

[b’J 0 with U, B. Let [p .0, then inf m(n[p [b’Ja) O.

Hence, putting b= [b’a, we see easily O<ba and beR by the remark

of Lemma I and Lemma 2. Hence, R, is a complete semi-normal mani-

fold of R. From the definition of R,, it is clear that m is semi-

continuous on R. This proves the theorem.
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4. Theorem 2 (Amemiya’s conjecture). If a bounded linear
functional is orthogonal to every universally continuous linear func-
tional, then this functional is 0 on some complete semi-normal mani-
fold. Any bounded linear functional coincides with a universally
continuous linear functional on some complete semi-normal manifold.

Proof. Any bounded linear functional f can be written by the
difference of two positive linear functionals. We prove Theorem 2
only in the case that f is positive (i.e. a0 implies f(a)O). For,
if the sets A, BR are complete semi-normal manifolds, then AB
is also. The functional m defined by re(a)- f(! a t), a R is monotone,
coefficient-continuous, and additive. By Theorem 1, we see easily the
validity of Theorem 2.
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